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To calculate binding potentials~BP! in @11C#raclopride brain PET studies a reference tissue model
is widely used. The aim of the present study was to improve the determination of time activity
curves~TAC! of reference tissue regions using cluster analysis. In four patients with Huntington
disease TACs of a cerebellar reference region were calculated either from manually placed circular
ROIs within the cerebellum or by cluster analysis. BP estimates derived from cluster analysis are
independent from inter- and intraobserver variations and show an improved reproducibility com-
bined with a low variability compared to manually placed cerebellar ROIs. This is of high value in
longitudinal studies. ©2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1668392#
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I. INTRODUCTION

@11C#raclopride and positron emission tomography~PET! are
used to determine dopamine D2-receptor binding sites in
vivo.1–3 For quantitative analysis of clinical@11C#raclopride
PET studies a reference tissue model has been shown
valid and is widely used in order to avoid arterial bloo
sampling.4 This model requires one to collect time activi
curves~TACs! of a reference region, conventionally the ce
ebellum. The reference tissue model assumes that the re
selected as reference tissue does not contain specific bin
sites, i.e., dopamine D2-receptor-like binding sites. There i
evidence, however, that lobules 9 and 10 of the vermis of
cerebellum express dopamine D3-receptors known to bind
raclopride,5 at least in rats.6–8 In addition, an immunohis-
tochemical study suggested the presence of D2-like immu-
noreactivity in the cerebellum.9

The standard method to determine a TAC for a refere
tissue involves the manual definition of a region of inter
~ROI! as reference region. It is obvious that, aside from
advertedly included regions containing specific binding,
cal inhomogeneities in blood flow and blood brain barr
permeability increase variability in manually defined refe
ence tissue ROIs. Cluster analysis is set to automatic
identify volume elements~voxels! with similar biokinetics of
a given tracer.10–13
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The aim of the present study was to assess whether
feasible to employ cluster analysis to identify homogene
tissue reference regions in PET studies us
@11C#raclopride. Manually defined ROIs were applied as
reference.

II. METHODS

Four patients with the genetically confirmed diagnosis
Huntington disease~HD! in early clinical stages of the dis
ease, who participated in a longitudinal@11C#raclopride
study, were enrolled~one female, three males; mean age
years, range 40–56! and investigated twice~delay 15.8
months, range 15.6–16.1!. The study was approved by th
local ethical review board. All patients signed informed co
sent forms prior to PET examination.

PET data were acquired dynamically in 3D mo
~Siemens/CTI ECAT EXACT HR1, Knoxville, TN!.14 Sub-
jects were positioned in the scanner using a vacuum pil
by which an individually formed head mold was generate
The head was aligned parallel to the orbitomeatal line w
the aid of an external laser beam. To correct for attenuatio
transmission scan of 10 min duration was performed usin
retractable68Ga/68Ge source.@11C#raclopride @doses: (247
627) MBq; specific activity (29615) GBq/mmol] in 10 ml
sterile physiological saline was injected as a bolus. A d
9024…Õ902Õ5Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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903 Glatting et al. : Binding potential analysis using cluster analysis 903
namic PET protocol with 17 temporal frames with a durati
between 5 and 600 s over 60 min was used starting at
time of injection. Reconstruction was performed using
PROMIS ~PROject Missing Sinograms! algorithm of the
manufacturer with a cutoff of 0.5. This algorithm first calc
lates a forward projection from the two-dimensional data
the event positions beyond the physical field-of-view f
lowed by 3D filtered backprojection.15

Binding potential~BP! is estimated using a simplified re
erence region model.4,16 This model requires a reference r
gion devoid of specific binding and derives the BP from t
ratio of volumes of distribution of the ligand in the striatu
relative to the cerebellum according to12,17

BP5
f 2Bmax

KD~11( iFi /KDi !
~1!

f 2 is the free fraction of unbound ligand in the tissue,Bmax is
the total concentration of specific binding sites, andKD and
KDi are the equilibrium dissociation constants of the liga
and i competing endogenous ligands.Fi are the correspond
ing concentrations. The receptor parametric mapping~RPM!
software developed by Gunnet al.16 was used to determin
the BP. This software implements a basis function meth
for the simplified reference tissue model at the voxel level4,16

to enable a fast and robust solution. The introduction of
basis set allows us to use realistic parameter bounds, w
makes the model robust at the voxel level. As input the s
ware needs the TAC of the reference region devoid of s
cific binding.16

Two approaches were used to define the TAC of the
erence region. First, the cerebellar time activity curve w
determined from the mean of six circular regions of inter
~ROI!, manually placed on three subsequent planes cove
the region of the cerebellar hemispheres.18 Second, cluster
analysis was used to partition voxel time activity curves in
a small number of clusters.11 Only voxels with an activity
larger than the mean in the image were included in the an
sis in order to exclude voxels outside the patient or th
with very low activity in the liquor. The different framesj of
a study were weighted according to Poisson statistics16 with
the factor

wj5~ frame j duration!2/~Pj1D j !. ~2!

The promptsPj are the total counts obtained for framej .
The counts measured in the delayed coincidence windowD j

are subtracted to obtain the true coincidencesTj (5Pj

2D j ). @Note that the variance (V) of the difference of two
Poisson variables equals the sum of the variables,
V(Tj )5Pj1D j .] The frame duration is included becau
the data in the reconstructed images contain ‘‘counts
frame duration.’’ The benefit of weighting is that the fram
contribute according to their statistical weight. This preve
low count frames from dominating the clustering proces11

The remaining set of signal time courses was analyzed u
the classicalk-means cluster analysis algorithm with setti
k510.19 This adaptive hard-clustering algorithm uses t
mean quadratic quantization error~MQQE! as validation
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004
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measure. With hard clustering the membership to cluster c
ters is a disjunct partition of the data. The MQQE is defin
as

MQQEk5
1

N (
c51

k

(
ic

~xc2xic!2 ~3!

with N the total number of clustered voxels, andxic the
voxel TACs belonging to class prototypexc . The vectorsx
contain the time activity curve of the corresponding voxe
Fitting is provided by a gradient descent method. The nu
ber k of clusters was determined by trial and error. A pro
lem with k-means cluster analysis is that due to the rand
initialization process repeated runs yield different results a
some can have insufficient goodness of fit due to lo
minima in the objective function of the method~but see Sec.
IV !. In order to find good clustering solutions and to che
the reproducibility of the results we repeated the clus
analysis for each patient ten times. The mean quadratic q
tization error~MQQE! between data points and the accor
ing class prototypes served as measure for the goodne
fit. As measure for reproducibility we used the mean a
standard deviation of the sizes of the clusters for each re
cation for all patients. Additionally, the reproducibility~mean
and standard deviation! of the striatal binding potentials wer
determined using the receptor parametric mapping~RPM!
software.16 For this purpose, the striatal cluster of the op
mal clustering analysis was used together with all repli
tions of the cerebellar TACs, i.e., the cerebellar clusters
the manually drawn cerebellar ROIs.

Results were compared using the Wilcoxon matched p
signed rank test using GraphPad Prism version 3.02 for W
dows ~GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, www.graphpa
.com!. The nonparametric Wilcoxon test first computes t
differences between the two values of the matched pairs,
analyzes thereafter only the list of differences. The Wilcox
test does not assume that these differences are sampled
a Gaussian distribution.

III. RESULTS

The TACs of the clusters showed four distinct clusters
visual inspection: venous, striatum, white/gray matter c
tinuum, and scatter. Thus withk510 the clustering algorithm
had enough clusters to separate the voxels with partial
ume effects into extra clusters. Inspecting the differences
the cluster analyses within one patient with respect to
MQQE showed that those yielding a low MQQE showed t
venous system of the brain as a separate cluster~Fig. 1!.
Subsequent investigations were restricted to the subgrou
analyses with low MQQEs. The results of a detailed analy
with respect to cluster sizes are shown in Table I.

The TACs of the cluster containing the largest part of t
cerebellum were used to determine the BP for the stri
cluster using the receptor parametric mapping~RPM!
software.16 A comparison with the manually drawn~cerebel-
lar! ROIs method is given in Table II. An example for th
TACs is given in Fig. 2.
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904 Glatting et al. : Binding potential analysis using cluster analysis 904
To quantify a suspected presence of D2-like
immunoreactivity9 in the manually drawn cerebellar ROI
we calculated the BP of the manually drawn cerebellar R
using the cerebellar cluster as reference region. The obta
binding potential was 0.0460.04 and range was 0.00 to 0.1
~for patient 2 a fit could not be obtained, therefore the B
was assumed to be zero!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The reproducible generation of parametric PET ima
depends on the definition of an appropriate reference tis
TAC devoid of specific binding.4,12 For @11C#raclopride PET
studies, a reference tissue model is widely used and rega
as valid,4 which requires the delineation of a reference
gion. Conventionally the cerebellum is used as a refere
region with the implicit assumption that this region does n
contain specific binding sites. However, as discussed in

FIG. 1. Examples for ‘‘venous’’ cluster~top; maximum intensity projection
for three angles!, ‘‘striatal’’ ~middle! and ‘‘cerebellar’’~bottom; axial slices!
cluster.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004
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Introduction, there is evidence for the presence of D2-like
binding sites in certain regions of the cerebellum. Clus
analysis allows the inclusion of additional cortical regio
with the same TACs as the cerebellum. This increased siz
the reference region reduces noise and improves the dete
nation of the binding potential. In addition, venous blo
vessels may contribute to a variable and unpredictable
gree to the regional signal of manually delineated cerebe
ROIs.

Both limitations can be overcome using a method able
distinguish different dynamics of TACs. For this purpose w
used cluster analysis and demonstrated that a single clu
analysis does not necessarily result in an optimal identifi
tion of relevant structures. However, when performing t
arbitrarily initialized cluster analyses, an optimal subgro
showing a venous cluster yields results of high reproduci
ity with respect to MQQE. We showed that the high MQQ
reproducibility corresponds to a high reproducibility of clu
ter sizes~Table I! and as a consequence TACs~Fig. 2!. The
high TAC reproducibility transforms directly into BP repro
ducibility ~Table II!. Therefore, the optimal method to us
this kind of cluster analysis consists in performing ten clus
analyses and utilize that with the lowest MQQE~which

TABLE II. Binding potentials~BPs! assessed using TACs of the cerebell
cluster and the manually drawn cerebellar ROIs (mean6SD).

BP by RPM N Cerebellar cluster N Cerebellar ROIs

1a 4 0.96960.002 5 0.89160.005
1b 5 1.15360.001 5 1.04160.006
2a 4 1.38760.002 5 1.35160.015
2b 6 1.68560.005 5 1.47760.011
3a 4 1.40160.001 5 1.20160.039
3b 6 1.28160.001 5 1.21960.017
4a 6 0.60760.001 5 0.39660.028
4b 4 0.87860.001 5 0.82760.022

Note: Of the ten performed clustering analyses those showing the ven
cluster~which corresponds to low MQQEs, numberN) were used. For the
manually drawn cerebellar ROIs the TAC was determined independe
N55 times. The BP was calculated using the receptor parametric map
~RPM! software developed by Gunnet al.16 The Wilcoxon matched pairs
signed rank test demonstrates a significant difference between the man
and cluster defined reference tissue ROIs for both the BP and the stan
deviation (p,0.05).
rs between

reas
8

TABLE I. Cluster sizes described by voxel numbers (mean6SD; 1 voxel516 mm3).

Study N Cerebellar Thalamo-cortical Striatal Venous Manually

1a 4 21102614 15948676 825.062.3 4046616 68564
1b 5 22952631 17117642 771.860.4 5123631 61063
2a 4 21391645 142436116 882.060.0 1156865 97464
2b 6 18820684 182856110 852.761.0 8873669 86068
3a 4 19223611 16391647 896.060.0 667968 75766
3b 6 2048863 1612367 893.760.8 472062 92764
4a 6 2211865 18855611 4735.2634.9 2677637 58963
4b 4 19264626 14390619 906.865.9 496269 68363

Note: N is the number of clustering analyses showing the venous system of the brain as a separate cluster. Differences in mean voxel numbe
investigation a and b are partially due to different patient positioning. For comparison, the sizes of the manually drawn cerebellar ROIs~sum of six circles
drawn in three consecutive planes; five replications! are given in the right column. The ‘‘striatal’’ cluster of investigation 4a contains additional cortical a
of the brain: The clustering analysis did not separate the striatal area, due to its low binding potential~Table II!. On average, the cluster method yields 2
67 times more voxels for the reference region compared to manually determined reference regions.
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905 Glatting et al. : Binding potential analysis using cluster analysis 905
shows a venous cluster! in the following evaluation. Thus
variability introduced by the expert through manually d
fined ROIs is obviated. Note that the variability of the BP f
the manually drawn ROIs in Table II is only depictingin-
traobserver variability, however in a clinical setting usua
interobserver variability is more relevant. Therefore, a st
dardized method defining a reference region is warrante

Although cluster analysis was already used previously
binding potential analysis11,12,17 the issue of reproducibility
was not demonstrated. We demonstrated the following.

~1! With our clustering algorithm we could obtain in a
cases convincing results by multiple runs~in contrast to
the statement in Ref. 11!.

~2! Due to our Poisson weighting we obviate user inter
tion to exclude or combine low count frames~compare
Ref. 11!.

~3! Because we use a hard clustering algorithm instead
the mixture model11 we do not need/allow user interac
tion to define the threshold for the probabilities f
which the voxels are partitioned into the respective cl
ter. This avoids additional inter- and intraobserver va
ability.

The cluster analysis may be improved using a nonr
domized initialization20,21 or by a dynamical cluster analys
that extracts useful values ofk from the data.13 Our expec-
tation is that with such improvements more than five to
runs ~closer to ten! of the analysis runs would yield usefu
results. However, we did not investigate this point as time
not critical in the BP evaluation. The fraction of useful ru
may be increased also by escalating the number of clustek
on the expense of CPU time.

The additional voxels included into the reference reg
by clustering are distributed over the cortex with a patte
which is not possible to select manually~compare Fig. 1!.
Therefore, it is not possible tosimply enlarge the referenc
region manually by selecting regions other than those in
cerebellum to obtain the same benefit in reproducibility wi
out clustering. On the other hand, the ‘‘cerebellar’’ clus

FIG. 2. Comparison of TACs defined by cluster analysis~mean ofN54
clustering analyses! and manual ROIs in the cerebellum~mean and SD for
N55) for patient 3a. The standard deviation SD for the cluster results is
shown, because it is too small to depict (SD,2 Bq/ml).
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 4, April 2004
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excludes parts of the cerebellum, which are suspected to
tain specific binding sites.5 The positive BP (50.0460.04)
obtained for the manually drawn ROIs using the cerebe
cluster as reference region is compatible with the presenc
specific binding sites for raclopride in the region defined
the manually drawn cerebellar ROIs that cannot be
glected. As a consequence the calculated BP was lower w
using the manually defined ROI technique~Table II!. This
supports the assumption that the highly reproducible TA
based on cluster analysis are devoid of major contributi
of areas with specific binding. However, this small BP val
could also be due to several confounding factors, such
choice of model, e.g., a model using the arterial input fu
tion instead of a reference region may yield different resu
Or this small BP value could be a systematic artifact of i
aging, e.g., of noise in the attenuation maps or of inaccu
cies in the scatter correction or normalization. To definite
characterize these small BP values as specific binding a s
rate D2/D3 saturation study must be performed.

The influence of other image reconstructio
algorithms22–24 like EM-ML ~expextation maximization–
maximum likelihood!, OSEM ~ordered subset expectatio
maximization! and MAP~maximuma posteriori!25 were not
investigated. However, provided that the algorithm
converged,25 the relevant differences in the reconstructed i
ages for cluster analysis are the resolution and the noise26 A
change in resolution affects the degree of the partial volu
effect, i.e., a better resolution may need a slightly increa
number of clusters to separate the voxels with partial volu
effects into extra clusters. The same holds true for increa
noise: More clusters allow a reduced ‘‘noise’’ within eac
cluster. If such an adjustment to different reconstruction
gorithms would be necessary, it would reduce the numbe
pixels in the demanded reference cluster. However, the b
efit of clustering probably will not be reduced excessive
because the diminished variation within the smaller clus
counteracts the decreased pixel number in the cluster.

The RPM method16 implements parameter bounds wi
respect to the simplified reference region model,4 which in
turn reduces the number of free parameters of the refere
tissue model from four to three. Although the results a
essentially the same4,16 after this reduction in the degrees o
freedom it is clear that a model with more parameters
more sensitive to noise. Therefore, compared to the R
method the clustering should be even more advantageou
both, the simplified reference region model and the refere
tissue model, due to noise reduction in the TAC of the ref
ence region.

In conclusion, the semiautomated and observer indep
dent cluster analysis allows us to analyzein vivo receptor
binding studies using a reference tissue model with high
curacy and reproducibility.
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